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Backtracking
If we want to find (a) specific path in a search tree, we 
may use backtracking, i.e.

 going deep down into the tree until we either find a 
solution or understand that there cannot be a solution 
with this path and (in the latter case)

 go back (track back) in order to try another path.

Backtracking is a solution strategy that may be 
implemented using recursion and a sequence of guesses 
that ultimately lead to a solution.

If a particular guess leads to an impasse (no solution), we 
retrace our steps in reverse order to replace our last guess 
with another option, try to complete the solution again.
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Backtracking (cont.) .
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•Solution Search Space is a tree

• Each inner node is a set of alternatives that may lead to a 

solution.

• Each leaf is either a solution or no solution.

• We search this solution search space using recursion and 

backtracking    to find a solution.
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Generating the candidates

Classic backtrack algorithm:

At decision point, do something new  

(extend something that hasn’t been 

added to this sequence at this place 

before.)

Fail: Backtrack:                                   

Undo most recent decision (retract).                     

Fail: done
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Facts

8-queens has more than 
281,474,976,711,000 candidates

Prune: reject nonviable candidates early, not 
just when sequence is complete.

Example: 8-queens with pruning looks at 
about 16,000 partial and complete candidates

12 solutions( 92 if we consider symmetry)
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Eight Queens –Strategy

(a) Five queens that cannot attack each other, but that can attack all of column 6; 

(b) backtracking to column 5 to try another square for the queen; 

(c) backtracking to column 4 to try another square for the queen and then 

considering column 5 again
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The Eight Queens Problem
The Eight Queens Problem: Place eight queens on the 

chessboard so that no queen attack any other queen.

Q
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Eight Queens – Class
const int BOARD_SIZE = 8; // squares per row or column

class EightQueens {

public:

EightQueens(); // Sets all squares to EMPTY.

void clearBoard();   // Sets all squares to EMPTY.

void displayBoard(); // Displays the board.

bool placeQueens(int currColumn);

// Places queens in columns of the board beginning at column specified.

// Precondition: Queens are placed correctly in columns 1 through 
currColumn-1  and no Queens are placed in columns currColumn 
through BOARD_SIZE.

// Postcondition: If a solution is found, each column of  board contains one

queen and the function returns true otherwise returns false (no solution 
exists for a queen anywhere in column currColumn).
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Eight Queens – Class

private:

int board[BOARD_SIZE]; // row-position per column, (zero=no queen)

// NOTE: board is zero-indexed for columns

void setQueen(int row, int column);

// Places a queen in a given row and column. 

// Postcondition: There is exactly one queen in the given column.

void removeQueen(int row, int column);

// Removes a queen from a given row and column. 

// Postcondition: There is no queen in the given column.

bool isUnderAttack(int row, int column);

// Determines whether the square on the board at a given row and 
column is under attack by any queen in any column.

// Precondition: Queens are placed correctly, i.e. 0<=board[i]<=8 for 
0<=i<8.   // Postcondition: If under attack, returns true; otherwise, 
returns false.

}; // end class
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bool Queens::placeQueens(int currColumn) { 

// Calls: isUnderAttack, setQueen, removeQueen.

if (currColumn > BOARD_SIZE)   return true; // base case

else

{  bool queenPlaced = false;

int row = 1; // number of square in column

while ( !queenPlaced && (row <= BOARD_SIZE) ) {  // if square can be 
attacked

if (isUnderAttack(row, currColumn))

++row; // then consider next square in currColumn

else { // else place queen and consider next column

setQueen(row, currColumn);

queenPlaced = placeQueens(currColumn+1);

// if no queen is possible in next column,  backtrack: remove queen placed earlier 
and try next square in column

if (!queenPlaced) {

removeQueen(row, currColumn);

++row;

} } }  // end of while   

return queenPlaced;

} } // end placeQueens


